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The story of a young couple who, without any prior sailing experience, decide one night over too

many drinks that they are going to sail around the world. One year later they are bobbing around in

the Bahamas on a 35 foot catamaran teaching themselves how to cross oceans in a small boat.

Along their way they meet amazing people, visit locations only accessible by those on their own

yachts, become television actors in Australia, minor celebrities in Puerto Rico, and generally have a

great time of it all. They aren't your average cruisers by any stretch of the imagination, and run afoul

of what most cruisers perceive to be "real" cruisers. But for four years they sailed around the world

on their own terms. This is their story, and is essential reading for anybody who has ever had the

dream to sail around the world. This book just might push you over the edge, and the horizon.
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Travellers more than sailors. And not as hapless as they claim.I can see how this book and the

author get right up the nose of the weekend sailors, coastal cruisers, someday but not just yet

circumnavigators, and maybe even a few of the folks who have taken long sailing voyages. The

narrator doesn't like sailing, for the experience of sailing, much more than he or his wife like

cooking. What they like is going new places.They bought their boat in an afternoon, and took off

around the world without any real training in sailing. That's not what I would do with regards to a

boat, but I've done crazy stuff in a hurry, and maybe for the same reason - if you don't launch right

now, you may never launch.Before sailing, he was a commodities trader, and the commodities



traders I've known all seem to be unconventional, maybe even a bit unhinged, but the successful

ones actually have a very good understanding of risk. Perceived risks (getting flipped upside down

while sailing) often are much less significant than we think, especially if - as these sailors did and

most cruisers do - you take care to sail in the places and at the times when extreme weather is

unlikely. Other risks - getting old and dying without ever having stepped out of your rut - can on the

other hand be a much greater risk than it seems, because you don't visualize the down side quite so

vividly.That said, on reading the book they weren't quite as reckless as they sometimes suggest and

as people seem to think. For example, one way to reduce risk is to be able to fix things that break

on your boat. I suspect that there are a lot of retired folks sailing out there that aren't very good at

being diesel mechanics, but the fact is you can be in a world of hurt if your diesel goes and you

don't know how to fix it. The author spends a lot of time talking about fixing his aging and unreliable

machinery, but the fact is he was prepared to fix it himself while out at sea. Similarly, when the old

GPS died at sea, a new replacement was on board and ready to plug in. You also notice that they

follow all the local cruising guides, so even though there was the occasional mishap they weren't

exactly cruising blind when it came to the on the water part of the sail.It's interesting that they raise

such strong emotions from people who object to the way they did things. They were young and

without dependents; they did a lot of the conventional things to reduce risk; even in the worst case

scenario, they weren't going to kill anyone besides themselves. Why care about their sailing any

more than you might care about their subsisting on a diet of peanut butter, canned meatballs and

Dorito chips? It would be interesting to know if the extreme negative energy comes at all from

people who have taken considered but unconventional risks, or from people who have deep

frustration arising from their failure ever to make the risky move.

I've never been on a sailboat in my life and never had any interest in doing so. And yet, I don't know

when I've enjoyed a book so much. I suspect that being around the author would quickly exhaust

me, but he's a delight to read about.His years as a trader in the Chicago Stock Exchange gave him

boundless confidence and daring. He was lucky enough to be married to a woman who shares his

fearless approach to life. She LITERALLY "can't boil an egg" but she's so photogenic that she was

chosen to star in a National Geographic documentary. They are perfectly matched - happy to eat at

Taco Bell every day, but able to manage on sodas and Doritos when the going gets tough. This is a

match made in Junk Food Heaven.I bet this book ruffled some feathers among the snooty cruising

crowd and I almost wet myself laughing several times when he described the herd mentality and

mindless idiocy of some of the people who are so proud of being "full-time sailors." Most of those



people are middle-aged and well-financed. Sadly, instead of encouraging young folks to be

adventurous, they seem to be insulted that youngsters have the nerve to buck the system. I've read

of other young sailing couples who met with similar attitudes. I suspect that the retirees (of whom I

am one) feel that the young folks haven't "earned" their freedom. What a silly attitude.I enjoyed this

book enormously and I developed a great affection and admiration for this young couple. I hope

Patrick keeps having adventures and writing about them. He's an inspiration and a very entertaining

guy.

It's been a while since I read "Bumfuzzle", but I've been e-following the Schultes ever since. I've

taken a fair bit of pleasure in the ire raised in the online sailing chat-boards by our heroes' lack of

preparation, sea knowledge, etc. The consequent impotent fury of self appointed dry-sail experts

who mostly have a few good days of sailing down, versus actually DOING it (sailing around the

world), is certainly good for a chuckle. And do it was what the Schultes did. Imperfectly, ignorantly at

times, with provisioning that I wouldn't think adequate for a day's car drive. Now I also think Patrick

has played up the happy-go-lucky - aw-shucks-it-will-probably-turn-out-all-right, and the

what's-that-rope-called-that-supports-the-end-of-the-shorter-stick-coming-off-the-bigger-stick-called

sort of image, probably to fuel the fire a bit...In any event it's a very readable, straight-forward

account and it seems to be very honest. Patrick demystifies and demythifies sailing around the

world and thankfully the book isn't about teenagers or senior citizens (though at the time they were

much closer to the former than the latter). In short it is a must-read if the idea of living aboard and

long distance sailing appeals to you at all. You also get a very detailed cost accounting of what this

sort of thing takes and what it's like without the cheeseclothy soft-focus romanticism. It should be

said that the book is pretty much available on their website/ blog - but it's a good airplane or bus

journey read, and in my view it's a nice thing to do to support the effort that's gone into it. I certainly

feel that I've had my money's worth out of Bumfuzzle.

After reading the first chapter, it was like Groundhog Day. Every chapter the same situation,

different location. Just got tired of reading about how everyone else is doing it wrong because they

apparently actually like sailing or cruising, and Patrick just seems to want to sail a boat around the

world and quit.
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